STAYING FOCUSED
Angie Windnagle
Is your storehouse in heaven well stocked? Do graces come tumbling out like your belongings when you
open the closet door? How will you avoid being the fool who spends more time accumulating treasures
here on earth than worrying about amassing a spiritual bounty?
Our “stuff” can build a barrier to an eternity in heaven. Whenever we place work or belongings ahead of
making time for prayer or participating in the sacraments, we’ve made them more important than God.
Work is good. It is a blessing to have gainful employment, especially if you are passionate about the field
or career. Perhaps you have heard the expression, “Do you work to live or live to work?” Putting extra
energy and care into your job, in itself, is not sinful behaviour. God entrusts us with gifts and talents we
are called to use for others, society, and yes, even ourselves. However, when that desire to use these gifts
goes beyond satisfying life’s necessities, we have to take a careful look at our motives and, even more so,
our tactics.
1 Timothy 6:10 is an often-misquoted Scripture; people say, “Money is the root of all evil,” when in actuality, St. Paul says, “For the LOVE [emphasis is mine] of money is the root of all (kinds of) evils.”
Nothing, absolutely nothing, should come before the love of God and the pursuit of heaven. Of course,
we can add extra to our bank accounts for the future, our children, a home, or even a vacation. God has
allowed these blessings in our world for us to enjoy. Luke’s Gospel serves as a reminder to watch our
intentions for collecting the wealth and being conscious of how we use it while we are alive. In addition
to caring for our needs, a Christian heart, one seeped in the virtue of justice, seeks to use their blessings
for the good of others. Do we look to help those who are without, before plumping our storehouses?
Balance is the goal — everything in moderation, everything ordered toward God and for good. If we
maintain this way of thinking when it comes to our desire “to rest, eat, drink, and be merry,” we will not
fall into the same folly as the rich man in the parable.
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Jesus’ parable has two parts to the equation, what we store here on earth and what treasury we build in
heaven. Since both garner equal attention, let us consider how to ensure we keep the scale tipped toward
heaven. Luckily, the Gospels provide ample examples through the teachings and life of Jesus, our model
of faith, along with Mary, the first and greatest disciple.
God never asks the impossible in His wisdom and mercy; He thankfully never leaves us guessing. The
Catholic faith consists of a veritable warehouse of options to build our spiritual eternal wealth portfolio.
Build a storehouse of grace which is abundantly available in the sacraments — efficacious outward signs
of God’s grace. By participating in the Mass, finding time to spend in Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament, and attending the Sacrament of Reconciliation regularly, we will build a spiritual nest egg.
A disciple continues to learn from the Master, so included in our plans should be ongoing opportunities
to educate ourselves regarding matters of faith. The Scriptures, Catholic Catechism of the Church, and a
cornucopia of spiritual reading available all provide excellent continuing religious education options.
Online opportunities emerge almost daily with inspiring, informative virtual Catholic conferences, bible
studies, videos, and blogs, offering a wide selection from which you can choose.
“One’s life does not,” as Jesus warns, “consist of possessions.” One day, each one of us will have our life
demanded of us. Which closet do you want to have a harder time shouldering closed? The closet filled
with things long forgotten, moth fodder, or worse yet, those possessions you have yet to finish paying?
Or, do you long to stand before Jesus, knowing the room he has prepared for you in his Father’s house is
brimming with prayer, merit, grace, and love?
PRAYER

Help me discern,
as I look around my home and my to-do list,
which objects and activities bring me closer to you.
Provide me the grace to work each day
building up my heavenly storehouse.
Amen.
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(Vision 2020 Faith into the Future)
This week, we continue our website feature of lectures
from the Maynooth Scripture Summer School 2020 by
posting links to the third and fourth of six lectures given
on The Old Testament/ Hebrew Bible which were delivered online.

The summer school programme entitled “Vision
2020: Faith into the Future” is available at https://
www.tarsus.ie/page-28/. We would like to thank Dr Jessie Rogers (Pontifical University, St. Patrick’s College
Maynooth) for her support in enabling the presentation
of these lectures on the parish website.
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The Prophetic Call
The Exile and Beyond
The prophetic view of present, past and future
Prophetic ideas of progress
Visions of God’s glorious future
Earth’s story in the Prophets

POEM
No one compels you, traveler;
this road or that road, make your choice!
Dust or mud, heat or cold,
fellowship or solitude,
foul weather or a fairer sky,
the choice is yours as you go by.

Assuring the Upkeep of Our Parish
For the moment there will be no Church Collections at
any of our masses. However, we have place donation boxes in the church for anybody who wishes to make a contribution to the upkeep of our parish. We are complete
reliant on your generosity for this.

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
CONTINUING SUPPORT AND GENEROSITY
THOUGHTS
Your joy is your sorrow unmasked. And the selfsame
well from which your laughter rises was oftentimes
filled with your tears. And how else can it be? The
deeper that sorrow carves into your being, the more
joy you can contain.…When you are joyous, look deep
into your heart and you shall find it is only that which
has given you sorrow that is giving you joy.
-Kahlil Gibran (1883-1931)
We cannot evade the call of Jesus or the impulse of
our hearts. It is a call that goes out to all, especially to
all the needy. And when the misery reaches such a
pitch as we see around us today, the call of Jesus becomes all the more insistent and pressing – more so
than ever before: “Go out into all the world!” (Mark
16:15) Go out, get to work! Call the people and gather
them in! Now is the hour!
-Eberhard Arnold (1883-1935)

But here if you would take this path
there is a gate whose latch is love,
whose key is single and which swings
upon the hinge of faithfulness,
and none can mock, who seeks this way,
the king we worship shamelessly.
If you would enter, traveler,
into this city fair and wide,
it is forever and you leave
all trappings of the self outside.
Jane Tyson Clement, (1917-2000) No One Can Stem the Tide

Parish Life

All masses have now resumed as normal

Weekdays 10am, 12.40
Rosary after 10am Mass
Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament
Wednesday 10.30-12.40
Sundays
Saturday Night Vigil Mass 6pm, Sunday 9.30am,
11am, 5pm, Croatian Mass 6.30pm
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